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INTRODUCTION

This bibliography has been compiled by Informatics Inc. in response to an ARPA contractual requirement to monitor current Soviet developments in the field of magnetohydrodynamics. The period covered is 1975, and includes all known references to MHD topics in open-source Soviet bloc material published or cited in that year.

In so broadly-based a topic as MHD, many different disciplines provide pertinent input. Thus in addition to publications expressly devoted to MHD, there is a large body of articles from journals on high temperature combustion, fluid dynamics, refractory materials, plasma physics, magnetics, etc. which apply to various aspects of magnetohydrodynamics. For the present purpose the selections have been generally limited to those relevant to MHD power generation, although a much broader inclusion could be justified. The bibliography nevertheless indicates a wide range of sources; in addition to the regular serial journals there were over 60 publications of the collection, proceedings or monograph type appearing in 1975 alone in the USSR on MHD. Regrettably, many of this type of special publication are often unobtainable outside the USSR, owing to the Soviet practice of frequently publishing them in very small numbers.

For the sake of consistency, the topic breakdown used is the same as that of the comprehensive ERDA bibliography on magnetohydrodynamics,* published in 1975, with the exception that we have not included electrohydrodynamics as a topic. Again, with an enlarged coverage a more detailed topic breakdown than the six assigned categories herein would probably be more useful in future coverage of the Soviet MHD material. Russian sources are generally

---

abbreviated for simplicity; the full titles are listed at the end of the bibliography. A parenthesized entry (RZh, KL, etc.) stands for a secondary source in which the citation appears; all other cited sources are available in the Informatics Library. Russian authors publishing in U.S. journals have generally been omitted.

In summary, while not an exhaustive treatment of the subject, this collection is offered as a reasonably comprehensive listing of significant Soviet MHD publications in 1975.
1. MHD General


4. Electromechanics, automation and applied magnetogasdynamics. Moscow, 1974, 158 p. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B82).

5. Foliforov, V. M. All-Union technical seminar on use of MHD pumps and chokes in the economy. MG, no. 4, 1975, 15-152.


19. Wehner, F. 20,000 meters under the Pamirs [MHD generator used for seismic sounding]. Neues Deutschland, 6/7 Sept. 1975, p. 16.
2. Design and Development


28. Bazarov, C. P., and E. N. Kufa. On distribution of electric parameters and energy characteristics in the end zones of an MHD module. IN: Sb. 39, 1975, 93-101. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 10/75, 10F4)

30. Belyakov, V. P., et al. On energy demand for supplying oxygen to a commercial power system with MHD and turbo generators. IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 18-24, (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 12/75, 12F29)


36. Breyev, V. V., and V. P. Panchenko. Quasi-unidimensional computation method for an MHD generator with approximated boundary layer. MZhiG, no. 4, 1974, 139-145. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B27)


40. Chemeris, V. T. An MHD power amplifier with distributed gain. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 328-337. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F41)

41. Chemeris, V. T. Stator magnetic field and coil impedance of an induction machine with a uniform ladder winding. IN: Sb. 35, no. 1, 1974, 337-351. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F42)


43. Draytsun, I. A. Evaluating computation error on heat and mass transfer in the channel, under multimode operating conditions of an MHD generator. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 243-252. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F33)

44. Freyberg, Ya. Optimizing the geometry of an MHD toroidal dynamo model. MG, no. 3, 1975, 3-7.


46. Garbuzov, V. N. and Ye. I. Zhanzhina. Calculating an open-cycle MHD plant, with allowance for axial nonuniformity of the magnetic field. IN: Sb. 33, no. 3, 1972, 18-34. (LZhS, 26/75, no. 85037)


49. Gekht, G. M. Integral characteristics of an alternating current conduction machine. MG, no. 3, 1974, 125-130. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 3/75, 3F19)


54. Gol'tsova, Ye. I., and I. T. Alad'yev. Limit efficiency values of a liquid metal MHD generator in a binary thermal electric plant. IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 80-84. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 11/75, 11F35)

55. Goncharov, M. V. Reaction field of the armature of an MHD machine, with allowance for anisotropy of the excitation poles. IN: Tr 10, no. 286, 59-64. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 3/75, 3F20)


60. Ivanov, V. A., et al. **Analysis of layout solutions for a 1200 MW power plant with an MHD generator and turbogenerator**. IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 1974, 8-17. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F48)

61. Ivanov, V. V. **Inductive MHD machine**. Author's Certificate USSR, no. 430473, published Nov. 2, 1974. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 8/75, 8F21P)

62. Ivanov, V. V. **Transverse edge effect in a two-channel linear induction pump**. MG, no. 4, 1975, 105-109.


64. Kim, K. I. **Analytical scheme for a binary power plant with a liquid metal MHD generator**. VAN UkrSSR, no. 6, 1974, 72-79. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F58)
electroconductive fluid layer*. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 301-304. (RZh-Elektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F36)


and expansion channel, I. Theory*. MG, no. 2, 1975, 68-74.

68. Kirillov, V. V. et al. *Study of heat exchange and boundary layers in
an MHD generator duct with varying wall temperature*. Teploenergetika,
no. 11, 1975, 19-23.

69. Kirshtein, G. Kh., and V. I, Yakushonok. *Correlation between the
output signal and the vortex component of electric field in a conduction

70. Kolesnichenko, A. F. *Analysis of combined operation of an accelerator
and piston shaper in a liquid metal MHD device*. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974,
305-310. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F37)

length and counterpressure for accelerating elements of a compressed-
flow liquid-metal MHD system*. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 311-316.
(RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F38)

72. Konyayev, A. Yu., et al. *Allowing for shunt currents in calculating
the magnetic circuit of an induction machine*. MG, no. 4, 1974, 82-86.
(RZhMekh, 5/75, 5B43)


75. Kosachevskaya, Ye. A. Magnetohydrodynamic viscoplastic boundary layer for a constant-velocity external boundary. IN: Sb 3, 1974, 15-17. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B25)


82. Levental', G. B., et al. Technical and economical factors for an MHD plant working at peak load. IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 3-16. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 12/75, 12F7)


86. Medin, S. A. *End effect in an optimal plane MHD generator with anisotropic conduction.* MG, no. 3, 1974, 99-104. (RZhMekh, 2/75, 2B48)


92. Ovsyannikov, A. M. Study of combined flows in radial nozzles of MHD generators. IN: Sb 24, v. 23, 1974, 103-125. (RZhMekh, 8/75, 8E46)


98. Pushkarev, O. Ye., and V. A. Reysig. Solving variational problems of an MHD generator with a dissociative working material. IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 1974, 51-56. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F40)


103. Shilova, Ye. I. Purging of nonconducting particles from liquid metals in a current-induced magnetic field. MG, no. 2, 1975, 142-144.


114. Vitkovskaya, O. N., and A. P. Rudakova. Air flow computation for an MHD acceleration channel, with allowance for resistivity and heat transfer at the channel wall. IN: Tr 2, v. 5, no. 4, 1974, 100-105. (RZhMekh, 2/75, 2E42)


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Voprosy gazotermodinamiki energoustanovok</td>
<td>Probleme of gas thermodynamics of energy systems</td>
<td>Sb. nauchn. tr., Vyp. 1 Khar'kov aviats. in-t, Khar'kov, 1974, 164 p. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 8/75, 8F2K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>Vutsens, A. P.</td>
<td>Computation of e-m heating with an inductor inside a cylindrical cavity</td>
<td>MG, no. 3, 1975, 135-142.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>Yakovlev, V. S. et al.</td>
<td>Design features of a magnetic system for MHD experiments</td>
<td>IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 77-84. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>Yakubenko, A. Ye.</td>
<td>Study of end losses in a planar channel with terminal electrodes, using arbitrary magnetic Reynolds numbers</td>
<td>IN: Tr 7, no. 32, 1974, 149-157. (RZhMekh, 6/75, 6B19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Zholudov, Ya. S., and M. M. Nekhamin.</td>
<td>Computation of dynamic boundary layer and friction in an MHD channel</td>
<td>IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 1974, 78-84. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>Zubatov, N. G. et al.</td>
<td>Dimensions of the energy exchanger and its real power efficiency in an MHD system</td>
<td>IN: Sb 33, no. 3, 1972, 64-71. (LZhS, 26/75, no. 85036)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Performance and Testing


128. Alikishibekova, T. M. Plasma from the combustion of mazut and its use as the working material in an MHD generator. IN: Sb 36, 1974, 90-91. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 4/75, 4F11)


137. Belinskiy, V. V., et al. On plasma and electric field parameters in an MHD generator channel. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 3-15. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F6)


148. Davydov, Yu. V., and P. A. Usachev. Theoretical and experimental evaluation of ferromagnetic system behavior in magnetic and shear fields. IN: Sb 17, 1974, 46-84. (RZhMekh, 5/75, 5B40)


150. Derevyanko, V. A., and V. S. Sokolov. On flow separation from channel electrodes, under strong hydromagnetic interaction caused by effects of anisotropic conductivity. IAN SO SSSR, no. 8, 1974, 21-26. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B48)


162. In the Academy's Institute of High Temperatures [New output from the U-25 MHD generator]. VAN, no. 8, 1975, 126.


166. Kapustyanenko, G. G. et al. Results of studies on thermodynamic acceleration of a fluid. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 288-293. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F34)


169. Kirillov, V. V., and V. D. Semenov. Study of heat exchange in the channel of an open cycle MHD generator. IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 45-49. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 12/75, 12F24)


174. Kuznetsov, V. I. Results of an experimental study on energy dissipation in the combined accelerator/injector chamber of an MHD device. TVT, no. 4, 1975, 836-842.


186. Polishchuk, V. P. *Industrial application of magnetodynamic devices.* MG, no. 1, 1975, 118-128.


197. Vliyaniye zoly na rabotu elementov kanala MGD generatora ustanovki U-02 (Effect of ash on duct elements of the U-02 MHD generator). In-t vysokikh temperatur, AN SSSR (IVTAN), Moskva, 1974, 28 p. (KLDV, 9/75, no. 15758)


4. Materials, Components and Auxiliaries


208. Ganefel'd, R. V. **Voltage pulsation effects on electrical strength of MHD channel insulation.** IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 112-115. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F19)

209. German, V. O., et al. **On using a potassium nitrate mixture for erosion protection of electrodes in an MHD generator.** TVT, no. 6, 1974, 1323-1325. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 4/75, 4F8)


220. Nechiporenko, Ye. P. et al. Work function of a Ti-Zr binary carbide in $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-9}$ torr vacuum, as a function of $N_2$ and $O_2$ level. TVT, no. 4, 1975, 879-872.

221. Oleynik, G. S. and L. A. Shipilova. Effect of sintering conditions on microstructure and electrical characteristics of self-binding silicon carbide. Por. metal. no. 9, 1975, 30-34.
222. Oleynik, G. S. Operating mechanism of a silicon carbide polycrystalline electrode in the channel of an open-cycle MHD generator. IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 1974, 66-70. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F55)


224. Poltavtseva, I. S., et al. Porous cermet materials for electrodes with enhanced gas permeability. IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 57-62. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F54)


230. Sozanski, A. Rare earth metal chromites. Szklo i ceram, v. 25, no. 10, 1974, 303-307. (RZhKh 19M, 7/75, 7M76)


237. Zholudov, Ya. S. Analyzing the efficiency and stability of the combustion chamber for an MHD generator. IN: Sb 38, no. 1, 1974, 14-23. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 8/75, 8F12)


5. Duct Engineering and Fluid Dynamics


242. Afonin, A. A., and V. I. Bondarenko. Use of traveling mechanical waves for transporting liquid, solid or loose materials. IN: Sb 13, 1974, 156-161. (RZhMekh, 3/75, 3B54)


249. Azatyan, L. D. Diffraction of a strong magnetogasdynamic shock wave around a wedge. IAN Arm, v. 27, no. 5, 1974, 47-62. (RZhMekh, 7/75, 7B14)


256. Bondarenko, V. I., and A. A. Afonin. Fluid hydrodynamics in a channel with deforming boundary surface. IN: Sb 26, no. 51, 1975, 113-118. (RZhMekh, 9/75, 9B20)


263. Chameyeva, N. A. Study on effects of electric conductivity in the channel wall and heat dissipation on the natural convection in a nonuniform magnetic field. IN: Sb 5, 1973, 131-138. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B33)

264. Dargeyko, M. M. Study of wave propagation in magnetoviscoelastic media. IN: Sb 31, no. 27, 1975, 44-49. (RZhMekh, 12/75, 12B8)

265. Dedkov, A. N. On optimal conditions for transition through sonic speed in an MHD channel. IN: Sb 35, no. 1, 1974, 221-230. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 2/75, 2F31)


278. Ivanov, L. P. Convective stability of a ferromagnetic liquid in a vertical channel heated from below. IN: Sb 11, 1974, 44-46. (RZhMekh, 3/75, 3B39)


281. Kapustyanenko, G. G. Plane flow of an electrically conductive fluid around a gas cavity in a magnetic field. IN: Sb 26, no. 51, 1975, 130-133. (RZhMekh, 9/75, 9B8)

282. Kashkarov, V. P. Newtonian fluid jet with a free surface in a magnetic field. IN: Sb 4, 1974, 226. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B26)


284. Keleberdenko, S. B. Form of liquid equilibrium in a cylinder under influence of weak gravitational and magnetic fields, with allowance for surface tension force. Stability of equilibrium forms. IN: Sb 19, 1974, 128-142. (RZhMekh, 7/75, 7B3)

286. Khonichev, V. I., and V. I. Yakovlev. **Secondary flow originating in a rotating cylinder of incompressible conductive fluid at abrupt switching of a transverse magnetic field.** ZhPMTF, no. 5, 1974, 28-36. (RZhMekh, 2/75, 2E15)


296. Kuznetsov, A. P., and A. S. Pleshanov. **On flow behind a detonation wave front in a transverse magnetic field at small Re.** FGiV, no. 5, 1974, 784-788. (RZhMekh, 3/75, 3B21)

297. Latyshev, V. M., et al. **Computation studies of the channel of a 1200 MW MHD power unit, with nominal and partial modes.** IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 14-18. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 11/75, 11F13)

298. Lazarev, P. P., and A. S. Pleshanov. **Quasi-unidimensional computation of a real MHD channel at small Re.** MG, no. 3, 1974, 90-98. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 3/75, 3F5)


302. Mareyev, V. A. **Self-similar magnetogasdynamic flows associated with detonation and combustion waves.** MZhiG, no. 1, 1975, 99-107. (RZhMekh, 7/75, 7B9)


304. Naletov, V. V. **Internal and surface noise in the turbulent boundary layer of a conductive fluid.** IN: Sb 35, 1974, 193-197. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B20)


306. Nedospasov, A. V., and V. D. Khait. **Nonlinear analysis of unstable magnetohydrodynamic flow.** TVT, no. 4, 1974, 835-841. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F42)


309. Odnorozhenko, I. G., et al. **Comparative studies of various separator models for two-phase compressed flows.** IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 89-93. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 11/75, 11F38)

310. Padalka, V. G. **Dynamics of plasma flow in nonuniform transverse magnetic fields.** IN: Sb 42 1974, 199-238. (RZhF, 5/75, 5G388)

312. Pavlov, K. B.  *On MHD flow of an incompressible viscous fluid caused by deformation of a flat surface.* MG, no. 4, 1974, 146-147. (RZhMekh, 5/75, 5B19)


315. Regirer, S. A.  *Outflow of conductive fluid through a plane slotted channel opening.* IN: Tr 7, no. 32, 1974, 143-148. (RZhMekh, 6/75, 6B15)


319. Shchegolev, G. M.  *Feasibility of studying MHD channel flow with a model.* IN: Sb 33, no. 5, 1974, 84-94. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 1/75, 1F39)


322. Sher'yazdanov, G. B. Semifinite laminar flow of an incompressible conductive liquid on a moving plate. IN: Sb 4, v. 2, 1974, 245-246. (RZhMekh, 2/75, 2B37)


325. Sipliviy, B. N. Approximate computation of the velocity field in a planar MHD channel. IVUZ Elektromekh, no. 2, 1975, 213-215. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 8/75, 8F6)

326. Siplivyy, B. N. On steady-state conductive fluid flow in a circular channel with a radial magnetic field. IVUZ Elektromekh, no. 3, 1975, 327-330. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 8/75, 8F16)


331. Tsebers, A. O. *On the magnetization models of a ferromagnetic colloid in a hydrodynamic flow.* MG, no. 4, 1975, 37-44.

332. Usikov, A. Ya., et al. *Use of SHF ionization to increase electric conductivity of cold boundary layers.* IN: Sb 33, no. 7, 1975, 28-33. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 11/75, 11F21)

333. Uvarov, V. V., et al. *Calculation of turbulent boundary layer at the insulated channel wall of an MHD generator.* IN: Sb 33, no. 6, 1975, 55-60. (RZhElektrotekhenerg, 11/75, 11F11)


337. Volchek, B. B., et al. *Effect of nonuniform velocity distribution and limited channel width on flow characteristics in a traveling magnetic field.* MG, no. 3, 1974, 105-112. (RZhMekh, 2/75, 2B41)
338. Yakhot, A. O. **Effective internal impedance of a channel with variable cross-section and electrodes.** MG, no. 2, 1974, (RZhMekh 1/76, 1B44)


340. Yantovskiy, Ye. I. **On the analogy between transition to two-dimensional turbulence and oriented magnetization.** MG, no. 2, 1974, 135-138. (RZhMekh, 1/75, 1B38)


343. Zaytsev, S. G., et al. **Study of characteristics of separation originating in a supersonic plasma flow passing through a transverse magnetic field.** MZhiG, no. 1, 1975, 86-91. (RZhMekh, 5/75, 5B15)

344. Zhelnorovich, V. A. **On Newtonian equations for fluids with internal magnetic and mechanical momenta.** MZhiG, no. 6, 1974, 155-158. (RZhMekh, 3/75, 3B1)
6. Magnetohydrodynamic Theory

345. Ageyev, A. N. *Electrodynamic excitation of ultrasound in liquid metals*. MG, no. 4, 1974, 135-140. (RZhMekh, 5/75, 5B45)

346. Alekseyev, V. V. *On bifurcation of stationary solutions to the MHD equation*. Mat. analiz i yego pril, v. 6, 1974, 20-30. (LZhS, 37/75, no. 123076)
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